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SUMMARY
In the present thesis a diffuaction problem in three dimensions,
namely the diffraction of a scalar plane \ryave through a cfucular
apertlfie in an infinite plane screen, has been solved in a manner
which allows of numerical calculation. According to two different
boundary conditions, 9 : 0 or dvldn:Q on the screen' two
functions 91 and g, have been defined by
9r, 92 ?te solutions of the wave equation (1, $ l) with the
character of a spheical wave diverging from the aperture,
91 : dqzldn: 0 on the screen,
I dq-,
ffi 
: .c'z: I in the ptane of the apertute (not necessarily
circular).
92 is the velocity potential in the problem of sound diffraction
through the aperture. According to the Babinet principle of $ 3
the functions 9z resp. 9r also describe the diffraction round a
plane disc (complementary screen) for the first, resp. second
boundary condition, and so 91 is the velocity potential for the
diffraction of sound round the disc. Moreover the radiation of
sound by a vibrating disc is described by er (12, $ 3).
In chapter II the functions qp, and g, have been constructed for
the circular apeture. For the sake of numerical calculations only
the case of the diffraction of a plane rrvave with direction of
propagation perpendiculat to the screen has been investigated;
thus the problem has rotational symmetry. After separation of
the wave equation in spheroidal coordinates E, \t + (15), the
differential equation for the factor X is
(1  - ï r ) x , , -28x ,+ (k1 ,  +A)x :0  (16 ' )
The eigenvalue problem of this equation has akeady been in-
vestigated by various authors 5, 8, e, 10' 11, 12). In this thesis the
eigenfunctions X-(€) are given as expansions in Legendre
polynomials




In analogy with the method of Ince and others a) in the theory
of the Mathieu equation we get the eigenvalues Am as the roots
of a continued fraction (29). For small values of k these roots can
be evaluated by the expansions in powers of. k (44' 44a, $ 8).
For other values a method of successive approximation has been
used ($ 10). This method gives immediately the coefficients
bY) in Q3) and thus the eigenfunctions X-(6) ; they are so normalized
that X*(1) and P *(1) have the same norm.
Having found the eigenfunctions of (16') we construct the
corresponding Y*(q) ($ 6). These functions are solutions of (16')
after substitutíng E: /n. Only functions Y,"(tl) can be used which
at a large distance from the apefture (n -* - ) have the chancter
of diverging spherical waves. This condition is not fullfilled by
X-(zn). According to Strutt ('), p. 68) Ê tY'Q*G) would be a
second solution of (16'). This is fo.rrrdo to be erroneous. lle
construct a solution E,"(E) which tends to Q-(E) when k -* 0.
E*(E) and X-(E) are intercelated by a formula which is the
analogue of Neumann's relation between Q* and P *:
ehca*(E): +j"ry o,
The required function of q is then Y-(n) : E-(tq).
In $ 7 Y-(rl) is expanded in a series of Hankel functions
Y*(q) -  c*3r* '@l l )
;  "un 
-76-
As the series at the dght diverges for 0 ( q < 1, it was up to
now impossible to calculate the quantities Yr-(0) and Yá*+r(0).
The uniform rcptesentation (35), however, allows to do so (40, 5 7).
Finally the functions 91 and. e2 have been expanded in series
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The energy passing through the circular aperture, divided by
the energy passing through the same arca of. the undisturbed wave
(transmission coefficient) is
Dz: f  h lo 'n l '  (5s")
and the energy radiated per second into the half space by a vibratíng
circular disc (density pr frequency or, velocity amplitude u) is
found to be
!ír: YYD' - *vLea 3 2- -tT .uL - -rF- i n+Zlozn+tl2 (56)
For small values of ft we have the following expansions ($ 14)
R
Dr :  ^__,  kn{r  *o.32f t? {o.oz74z7 k4-o.oo4393f t6 +. . . . }  (59a)27',Í"
R
Dz:  i  { t  f  o .o39r6okz  -o .ooo74gk4  -o .ooo2óo f t6  *  (59ó)
f  o . o o o o 1 4 k B  * . . . . )
In $ 11 the eigenvaluss A- and numbers bliP for 0 < /c < 10
have been tabulated. Fig. I, 2 show the eigenvalues necessary
for the diffraction problem in dependence of ftz. $ 15 gives the
amplitudes 6rn for these values of k, from which we haveconstructed
tables IX, X, p. 50 and f.ig. 3, 4 f.or D, and Dr. l7hen ft tends to
zerc the transmission coefficient of the apefture is 8/r2.
The curves Dr, Drr and Drz give the energy transmission
coefficients of the circular apeftute for Kirchhoff solutions
(C.f. $ 2, l3). Moreover D5, describes the sound ndiating from
the circular disc vibrating in a wall ($ 3).
For the values k:5 and ft : l0 the exact solution and the
solution according to Kirchhoff ate found in good agreement
($ 16). Fig. 5 shows the ndiating parts à o-X*(cos s) : *r -l- r*z
of the function ez and iur.z of the Kirchhoff solution I-I2. The
latter has no rcal paft in contrast to the exact solution, which
accordingly does not vanish in any dfuection.
re potential at large
rnce. fn S 12, we find
(51" 51")
